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ABSTRACT

The database comparison tool presented in this project is a powerful and

efficient software solution designed to facilitate the comparison and

synchronization of databases. With the increasing complexity of modern

database systems and the need for accurate data management, such a tool

becomes essential for organizations that rely heavily on database operations.

The database comparison tool offers a comprehensive set of features and

functionalities to compare the schema and data of two databases. It enables

users to identify differences in table structures, column definitions, indexes,

and constraints between databases. Moreover, it allows for the comparison of

data records, ensuring the integrity and consistency of information across

databases.
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction

In the current age of technology, databases are becoming increasingly critical

for businesses to store, manage, and retrieve data. Often, multiple

environments exist for a database, such as development, testing, quality

assurance (QA), pre-production, and production. The challenge for developers

and DBAs is to keep the databases in these environments synchronized and

up-to-date. This is where database comparison tools come into play. Database

comparison tools are specialized software applications that help developers

and DBAs compare databases, schemas, and data, identify discrepancies, and

generate scripts to sync them. These tools provide a visual representation of

the differences between databases, which makes it easy to identify changes

and update them. Here are some reasons why a database comparison tool is

essential in real-time development:

● Efficient Development Workflow: Developers and DBAs need to work

collaboratively, and a database comparison tool helps them work

efficiently. The tool identifies the differences between two databases

and generates scripts to make the changes. This eliminates the need to

manually compare and identify changes, which can be time-consuming

and prone to errors.

● Avoiding Data Loss: In the database comparison process, the tool

identifies the differences between two databases, which include

changes in the schema or data. Without a database comparison tool,

developers and DBAs may miss a change, leading to data loss. The

tool ensures that all changes are identified, and nothing is lost.
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● Better Quality Assurance: Database comparison tools are invaluable

for quality assurance (QA) teams. These tools allow QA teams to test

changes and new features in a separate environment, such as a staging

or pre-production environment, before deploying to production. This

ensures that changes are thoroughly tested and reduces the risk of bugs

and other issues in the production environment.

● Compliance and Security: Database comparison tools can help ensure

compliance with regulations and standards such as HIPAA and GDPR.

The tool can identify changes to the database that may affect

compliance and generate scripts to bring the database into compliance.

Additionally, the tool can help ensure the security of sensitive data by

identifying differences in access control and other security settings.

● Scalability: As databases grow, it can become challenging to keep

track of changes and maintain synchronization between environments.

A database comparison tool makes it easy to manage and synchronize

databases of any size, whether it is a small database or a large

enterprise-level database.

Hence, a database comparison tool is essential in real-time development

because it helps developers and DBAs work efficiently, avoid data loss,

perform better quality assurance, ensure compliance and security, and scale

with ease. With the growth of databases and the need to maintain multiple

environments, database comparison tools are becoming more critical than

ever. They streamline the development process, reduce errors, and increase

productivity, making them a must-have for any development team.

1.2 Problem Statement

With the increasing complexity and size of databases in modern software

systems, it has become necessary to have a tool that can help developers and
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database administrators to identify differences between different database

versions and environments. This tool can be used to compare the databases

across different servers like production, QA, pre-production, and more. In a

typical software development process, there are multiple environments where

databases are maintained, such as development, testing, staging, and

production. The data in these databases should be identical or at least

consistent across all the environments. However, due to various reasons such

as human errors, differences in software versions, hardware or network

differences, database configuration differences, etc., there may be variations

between the databases on different environments.

In such scenarios, identifying the differences between the databases can be a

time-consuming and error-prone task, as manual comparison of database

schemas and data can be challenging and prone to errors. It is essential to

identify and resolve these differences between the databases as early as

possible to ensure that the software is running as expected in all the

environments.

A database comparison tool provides a solution to this problem by automating

the comparison of databases, which helps to save time, reduce errors, and

ensure accuracy. With a database comparison tool, the user can compare the

schema of two databases, including tables, columns, indexes, triggers, and

other database objects, to identify differences between them. Additionally, the

tool can also compare the data in tables and identify differences in the data.

These tools usually have a user-friendly interface and allow the user to select

the databases to be compared and customize the comparison settings. They can

also provide features such as generating reports, scripting, and synchronization

of databases. They can also help in identifying issues such as performance

bottlenecks, optimization opportunities, and security vulnerabilities.

In conclusion, a database comparison tool is essential for any software

development project, as it helps in detecting differences between the databases
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and ensuring that the software is running as expected across all the

environments. The tool can save time, reduce errors, and ensure accuracy in

the comparison process. There are many database comparison tools available

in the market, both free and commercial, that cater to different requirements

and preferences. It is essential to select the right tool that meets the project's

needs and provides accurate and reliable results.

1.3 Objectives
The objective of a database comparison tool is to help developers, database

administrators, and other stakeholders in software development to easily

compare and synchronize the data and schema of databases. Here are some of

the key objectives of such a tool:

● Easy Comparison: The tool should provide an easy and efficient way

to compare databases, including schemas and data. This can be done

using a graphical user interface (GUI) or command-line interface (CLI)

that allows users to quickly see the differences between the databases.

● Automate Comparison: The tool should be able to automate the

comparison process so that it can be performed on a regular basis or as

part of a continuous integration/continuous delivery (CI/CD) pipeline.

This helps ensure that databases are always in sync and that any

changes made to one database are reflected in the others.

● Support Multiple Databases: The tool should be able to compare

databases of different types, including Oracle, MySQL, SQL Server,

and others. It should also be able to handle different versions of the

same database.

● Support Data Migration: The tool should be able to migrate data from

one database to another, making it easy to move data between different

environments. This is particularly useful for developers who need to
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move data from a production database to a development or test

environment.

● Support Schema Comparison: The tool should be able to compare the

schema of different databases, including tables, views, stored

procedures, and other database objects. It should also be able to detect

changes in the schema and alert users to any potential issues.

● Ensure Data Integrity: The tool should be able to detect and report any

data inconsistencies between the databases being compared. This helps

ensure that data is accurate and that there are no data integrity issues

that could affect the functioning of the software application.

● Provide Reports: The tool should provide detailed reports on the

differences between the databases being compared. These reports

should be easy to understand and should provide enough detail to

allow developers to make informed decisions about how to

synchronize the databases.

● Provide Security: The tool should provide adequate security measures

to protect the sensitive data stored in the databases being compared.

This might include data encryption, access controls, and other security

features.

1.4 Methodology

1.4.1 Spring Framework

Spring is an open-source framework for developing Java applications. It

provides a comprehensive set of features that make it easy to develop modular,

scalable, and secure applications. Spring is one of the most popular Java

frameworks and is used by a wide range of organizations, including Google,

Amazon, and Netflix. pring is an open-source framework for developing Java
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applications. It provides a comprehensive set of features that make it easy to

develop modular, scalable, and secure applications. Spring is one of the most

popular Java frameworks and is used by a wide range of organizations,

including Google, Amazon, and Netflix. Spring is a lightweight framework,

which means that it does not add a lot of overhead to your applications. It is

also very flexible, so you can use it to develop a wide variety of applications.

Spring is also very well-documented, so it is easy to learn and use.

Some of the key features of Spring include:

● Dependency injection: Dependency injection is a technique that allows

you to decouple your code from its dependencies. This makes your

code more modular and easier to test.

● IoC container: The IoC container is a central part of Spring. It is

responsible for managing the dependencies of your application.

● AOP: AOP is a technique that allows you to add cross-cutting concerns

to your code. This makes your code more reusable and easier to

maintain.

● ORM: Spring provides a number of ORM (object-relational mapping)

frameworks that make it easy to interact with databases.

● MVC: Spring supports the MVC (model-view-controller) architectural

pattern. This makes it easy to develop web applications.

● Security: Spring provides a number of features that make it easy to

secure your applications.

● Testing: Spring provides a number of features that make it easy to test

your applications.

Spring is a powerful and versatile framework that can be used to develop a

wide variety of Java applications. If you are looking for a framework that can

help you develop modular, scalable, and secure applications, then Spring is a

good choice.
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Here are some additional benefits of using Spring:

● Spring is a well-established framework with a large community of

users and developers. This means that there are a lot of resources

available to help you learn and use Spring.

● Spring is a mature framework that has been around for many years.

This means that it has been well-tested and is reliable.

1.4.2 Spring Boot

Spring Boot is an open-source framework that makes it easy to create

stand-alone, production-grade Spring applications. Spring Boot takes care of a

lot of the boilerplate code that is typically required to get a Spring application

up and running, so you can focus on writing your application logic.

Sure. Here is a detailed explanation of Spring Boot for a project report:

Spring Boot is an open-source framework that makes it easy to create

stand-alone, production-grade Spring applications. Spring Boot takes care of a

lot of the boilerplate code that is typically required to get a Spring application

up and running, so you can focus on writing your application logic.

Spring Boot is built on top of the Spring Framework, but it provides a number

of features that make it easier to use. Some of the key features of Spring Boot

include:

● Auto-configuration: Spring Boot automatically configures many of the

common Spring features, so you don't have to do it yourself.

● Starters: Spring Boot provides a number of starters that make it easy to

add common Spring features to your application.

● Convention over configuration: Spring Boot uses convention over

configuration, which means that it makes assumptions about how your
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application is configured. This can make it easier to get started with

Spring Boot.

● Production-ready features: Spring Boot includes a number of

production-ready features, such as embedded web servers, security,

and metrics.

Spring Boot is a great choice for developers who want to create Spring

applications quickly and easily. It is also a good choice for developers who

want to create production-ready applications.

1.4.3 MVC Architecture

MVC architecture is a software design pattern that separates the presentation

(view), the data (model), and the business logic (controller). This separation of

concerns makes it easier to develop, test, and maintain applications. MVC is a

popular architecture for developing web applications and is supported by

many popular frameworks, including Spring.

1.4.4 Maven Project

Maven is a build automation tool that helps you automate the process of

building, testing, and deploying Java applications. Maven provides a standard

directory structure for Java projects and a set of conventions for naming files

and directories. This makes it easy to build and deploy Java applications with

Maven.

Sure. Here is a detailed explanation of Maven for a project report:

Maven is a build automation tool that helps you automate the process of

building, testing, and deploying Java applications. Maven provides a standard

directory structure for Java projects and a set of conventions for naming files
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and directories. This makes it easy to build and deploy Java applications with

Maven.

Maven uses a project object model (POM) to describe your project. The POM

is an XML file that specifies the dependencies of your project, the build

lifecycle, and other information. Maven uses the POM to build your project

and to deploy it to a repository.

Maven has a number of advantages over other build automation tools,

including:

● It is a standard tool. Maven is a standard tool that is used by a large

number of Java developers. This means that there are a lot of resources

available to help you learn and use Maven.

● It is easy to use. Maven is easy to use, even for beginners. The POM

makes it easy to specify the dependencies of your project and the build

lifecycle.

● It is powerful. Maven is a powerful tool that can be used to build and

deploy Java applications of any size.

● It is scalable. Maven can be used to build and deploy Java applications

of any size.

● It is secure. Maven uses a number of security features to protect your

projects from security threats.

1.4.5 FlowChart

1. The program initiated by the user starting up the server.
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FIG 1: PROGRAM FLOWCHART STEP (1)

To start comparing tables, the user is required to input a database

connection. If the user is comparing two tables, they must input the

database connection for one database if both tables are in the same

database. If the tables belong to different databases, then the user needs

to input two database connections. If the user is working with a single

table and its history table for previous record values, then they input

the database connection for the table, assuming both the table and the

history table exist in the same database.

FIG 2: PROGRAM FLOWCHART STEP (2)

2. The program checks whether the database connections were

established successfully or not. If the connections failed, the user

receives an error message indicating invalid details.
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FIG 3: PROGRAM FLOWCHART STEP (3)

3. If the tables selected by the user exist and are accessible by their user

role, the tables' descriptions, columns, and metadata are displayed in

the program's user interface (UI). If the tables do not exist or the user

does not have read/write access to them, an error message is displayed.

The tables are shown in the UI in a split window, with each table in a

separate window (or history table) with command and operation

buttons at the top of the window.

FIG 4: PROGRAM FLOWCHART STEP (4)

4. The user selects columns from the list of columns displayed on both

tables in the UI. The program then compares column properties,

values, and data types, returning matched and unmatched records from

the selected columns in the UI.

5. Users can go back to select other columns from the selected tables and

apply operations. The user can also terminate the operations cycle and
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see the changes made in the selected tables by a previously saved

commit from the tables' history tables.

6. Users can proceed to download the result set after completing all the

necessary operations.

FIG 5: PROGRAM FLOWCHART STEP (5)

7. After the user closes/ logs out of the site, the server will automatically

deallocate, free up used memory and terminate the program instance.

1.5 Organization

Chapter 1: Introduction

Various aspects of the project are dealt with in this section, which includes a

synopsis of the assignment, the approach that was used, an explanation of the

issue discussed by the project, as well as the goal of the project.

Chapter 2: Literature Survey

This project's literature review part discusses the evaluated resources as well

as the topics that have been investigated and recognized.
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Chapter 3: System Design and Development

Within this section, we are going to look over project analysis and system

design implementation. We will describe the algorithms employed and share

project snapshots.

Chapter 4: Experiment and Result Analysis

This portion of the project shows the results of the analysis by displaying and

comparing the findings in snapshots. It also has the ability to show multiple

outputs. The part also discusses how the outcomes were acquired and what

they indicate for the project's achievement.

Chapter 5: Conclusion

This component of the study ends with the present project and discusses

potential additional study and development opportunities.
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CHAPTER 2 : LITERATURE SURVEY

The numerous advancements in the field of networking and socket

programmes were covered in this part. The effectiveness of the system and

socket programming methodologies, as well as the outcomes of their testing

on the specified architecture.

2.1 Research Material / Books :

● The book "Database Design for Mere Mortals: A Hands-On Guide to

Relational Database Design" by Michael J. Hernandez can provide

valuable insights for the development of a database comparison tool. It

covers the fundamental concepts and techniques of database design that

are essential for understanding the underlying principles behind the

comparison of database entries. By studying this book, we can gain a

better understanding of the various techniques that can be used for

comparing different database schemas and entries, which can be useful in

the design and implementation of our comparison tool.

● The textbook "Database Systems: Design, Implementation, and

Management" by Carlos Coronel, Steven Morris, and Peter Rob can be a

useful reference for developing our database comparison tool. It provides

a solid foundation for understanding database systems and their

management, which can help in the development of our tool. This

textbook covers various aspects of database systems, including design,

implementation, and management, which can provide useful insights for

developing a comparison tool that can analyze and compare large datasets.

● The book "Database Modeling and Design: Logical Design" by Toby J.

Teorey, Sam S. Lightstone, and Tom Nadeau can provide valuable insights

for designing a comparison tool that can analyze and compare different
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database schemas. It offers a detailed guide to the logical design of

databases, which can be useful in the development of our tool. By

studying this book, we can gain a better understanding of the various

techniques and strategies that can be used to compare different database

schemas and entries.

● The research journal "ACM Transactions on Database Systems" can be a

useful resource for the development of our database comparison tool. It

publishes research papers on various topics related to database systems,

including data modeling, schema design, and database management. By

studying the papers published in this journal, we can gain a better

understanding of the latest trends and techniques in the field of database

systems, which can be useful in the development of our tool.

● The "IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engineering" is a

research journal that covers various aspects of knowledge and data

engineering, including database design, data mining, and information

retrieval. The papers published in this journal can provide useful insights

and ideas for the development of a comparison tool that can analyze and

compare large datasets. By studying the research papers published in this

journal, we can gain a better understanding of the various techniques and

strategies that can be used to analyze and compare different databases.

● The book "Advances in Database Technology - EDBT 2021" is a

collection of papers presented at the 24th International Conference on

Extending Database Technology. It covers recent advancements in

database technology, including data modeling, query processing, and

database management. By studying this book, we can gain a better

understanding of the latest trends and techniques in the field of database

technology, which can be useful in the development of our comparison

tool.
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● The "Journal of Database Management" is a research journal that covers

various aspects of database management, including data modeling,

database design, and database security. By studying the papers published

in this journal, we can gain a better understanding of the various

techniques and strategies that can be used to compare and analyze

different databases. The insights gained from this journal can be useful in

the development of our comparison tool.

● The "Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery" journal covers various

aspects of data mining and knowledge discovery, including pattern

recognition, clustering, and data visualization. The papers published in

this journal can be relevant to the development of a tool that can analyze

and compare large datasets. By studying the research papers published in

this journal, we can gain a better understanding of the various techniques

and strategies that can be used to analyze and compare different

databases, which can be useful in the development of our comparison tool.
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CHAPTER 3 : SYSTEM DESIGN &

DEVELOPMENT

3.1 System Design
3.2.1 Main components of Database tool

The system design for the database comparison tool involves several

components that work together to enable users to compare database entries.

The following sections provide an overview of each component and its

functionality.

1. User Interface (UI):

The user interface is the front-end component of the database comparison tool,

which allows users to interact with the system. It consists of various windows,

buttons, and forms that enable users to input the necessary information and

initiate database comparison operations. The UI should be designed to be

user-friendly and intuitive, so that users can easily navigate through the system

and perform tasks.

2. Database Connection:

The tool must be able to establish a connection to the database(s) that users

want to compare. Depending on the comparison scenario, the user may be

required to input the connection details for one or more databases. The tool

should be designed to verify the validity of the connection details and display

an error message if the connection cannot be established.

3. Table Selection:

Once a database connection is established, the user can select the tables that

they want to compare. The tool should be able to retrieve the metadata for
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each table and display it on the UI, including the column names, data types,

and descriptions. The user should be able to select the columns that they want

to compare.

4. Comparison Operations:

The tool should be able to compare the selected columns of the two tables and

identify any matched or unmatched records. The comparison algorithm should

be designed to handle different data types and formats, and should be able to

perform various types of comparison operations, such as exact match, partial

match, and fuzzy match.

5. Operation Buttons:

The UI should include buttons that allow users to perform various operations

on the selected tables, such as adding new records, updating existing records,

and deleting records. These buttons should be disabled if the user does not

have the necessary permissions to perform the operation.

6. History Table:

If the user is comparing a table with its history table for previous record

values, the user must input the database connection for the history table. The

tool should be able to retrieve the data from the history table and display it on

the UI. The user should be able to commit the changes made to the table to the

history table.

7. Result Set:

The tool should be able to generate a result set based on the comparison

operation performed by the user. The result set should display the matched and

unmatched records in a user-friendly format, such as a table or a chart. The

user should be able to export the result set to various formats, such as CSV or

Excel.
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3.1.2 Spring Framework Architecture

The Spring Framework architecture is designed to be modular and extensible,

allowing developers to choose the components that they need and leaving out

the ones that they do not need. The Spring Framework consists of several

modules that can be used independently or in combination with other modules.

The core module of the Spring Framework is the Spring Container, which is

responsible for managing the lifecycle of Java objects. The container is

responsible for creating, initializing, and managing the objects, and it provides

a layer of abstraction between the application and the underlying Java classes.

The Spring Framework also includes several other modules, such as Spring

MVC, which is used for building web applications, and Spring Data, which

provides support for data access and persistence. Spring Security is another

module that provides authentication and authorization functionality for

securing web applications.

The key components of the Spring Framework include the following:

1. Inversion of Control (IoC) Container: The IoC container is responsible

for managing the lifecycle of Java objects and providing dependency

injection. The container creates and manages the objects, and it injects

the required dependencies into the objects at runtime.

2. Spring MVC: Spring MVC is a module of the Spring Framework that

is used for building web applications. It provides a

Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture for separating the

presentation layer from the business logic and data access layer.

3. Spring Data: Spring Data is a module of the Spring Framework that

provides support for data access and persistence. It supports several
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data stores, such as relational databases, NoSQL databases, and cloud

storage services.

4. Spring Security: Spring Security is a module of the Spring Framework

that provides authentication and authorization functionality for

securing web applications. It supports several authentication

mechanisms, such as form-based authentication, OAuth, and OpenID

Connect. These security features are great but we would not be using

this database tool as an open source available to public tool hence a lot

of security comes from it being closed/ proprietary software.

How Spring Framework Works:

The Spring Framework works by providing a set of pre-built components and

modules that developers can use to build enterprise applications. The

framework provides a layer of abstraction between the application code and

the underlying Java classes, making it easier to manage and maintain the code.

The IoC container is responsible for creating and managing the objects, and it

injects the required dependencies into the objects at runtime. This allows

developers to focus on the business logic of the application rather than

worrying about managing the object lifecycle and dependencies.

The AOP framework is used for modularizing cross-cutting concerns, such as

logging and transaction management. AOP allows developers to separate the

concerns of an application into different modules, making it easier to manage

and maintain the code. The Spring MVC module provides a

Model-View-Controller (MVC) architecture for separating the presentation

layer from the business logic and data access layer. This makes it easier to

build web applications that are easy to manage and maintain.

Using Spring MVC, we are able to divide our web application into three

distinct layers, which are the model, view, and controller. The model
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represents the data and the business logic of the application, the view

represents the user interface, and the controller acts as the mediator between

the model and the view. This separation of concerns makes our code more

modular, maintainable, and easier to test.

3.4 Connection details Front to Back-End: Form Data Class

is a Java class named "FormData" which is used to store and communicate the

connection data for different MySQL-connection classes. The class has private

member variables such as "serverUrl", "database1", "database2",

"portNumber", "username", "password", and "tableName" that are used to

store the details for establishing the connection with the MySQL database.

The class provides two constructors, including a default constructor and a

parameterized constructor, which initialize the private member variables of the

class. The parameterized constructor takes the values for the "serverUrl",

"database1", "database2", "portNumber", "username", "password", and

"tableName" variables and initializes the corresponding private member

variables of the class with these values. The class provides public getter and

setter methods for all the private member variables, which allow accessing and

modifying the values of these variables. For example, the "getServerUrl()"

method returns the value of the "serverUrl" private member variable, and the

"setServerUrl(String serverUrl)" method sets the value of the "serverUrl"

private member variable to the passed parameter. The "isValid()" method is

used to check the validity of the connection details. This method checks if all

the private member variables of the class are initialized and have non-empty

values. If any of the values are null or empty, the method returns false,

otherwise, it returns true.

In conclusion, the "FormData" class is a vital component of the project that

stores and communicates the MySQL database connection details for various
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connection classes. This class is designed to ensure that all the required details

for establishing a connection with the database are available, and the provided

values are valid before proceeding with the connection process.

3.5 Testing Database Connections

Most of our data is stored and handled by Oracle Db in our company hence,

our end specification will be tailored to work best with Oracle Db servers and

Databases. During Development we used MySQL Database Servers due to

their Open source nature and minimal access needed. This class

MysqlConnection.java deals with connection with two databases and other

methods. using JDBC (Java Database Connectivity) to connect with a MySQL

database server. The code is designed to establish a connection with MySQL

using the provided database URL, username, and password. It also has

methods to check if the provided databases exist and if the provided table is

accessible in both databases. The code uses the Apache logging library to log

events and to generate logs. In addition, the code provides a method to retrieve

data from the provided table in both databases and store them in an ArrayList.

Code Structure- The code consists of a single class named MysqlConnection.

It includes several import statements to import required classes and libraries.

The code has a private constructor and a private instance of the

MysqlConnection class. It has a Connection object to establish the connection

with the MySQL database. The connection object is initialized using the

provided database URL, username, and password. The code uses the Singleton

design pattern to ensure that only one instance of the MysqlConnection class

can be created at a time.

Methods-The code has several methods to perform database operations. The

getConnection method returns the established connection with the MySQL

database. The closeConnection method is used to close the connection to the
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database. The checkDatabases method is used to check if the provided

databases exist and if the provided table is accessible in both databases. The

method takes three parameters: two database names and the table name. The

method returns true if both databases exist and the table is accessible in both

databases; otherwise, it returns false.

The getTablesFromDatabases method is used to retrieve data from the

provided table in both databases. The method takes three parameters: two

database names and the table name. The method returns a List of Lists of Lists

of Strings, which represents the retrieved data. The method retrieves data from

both databases and stores it in a List of Lists of Strings. The first List

represents the table from the first database, and the second List represents the

table from the second database. Each table is represented by a List of Lists of

Strings, where each List represents a row in the table, and each String

represents a value in the row.

Logging- The code uses the Apache logging library to log events and to

generate logs. The library is used to create a logger object named logger,

which is used to log events. The logger object logs events of different levels,

such as info, debug, error, and warning. The logs generated by the logger

object can be stored in a file or displayed on the console.

3.4 Form Controller

This Controller class in spring is the file that acts as a controller for a web

application. The controller receives HTTP requests and processes them by

executing the appropriate business logic. In this case, the controller establishes

a connection with a MySQL database and performs some operations on it and

creates object which is used for storing and communication of connection data

to various SQLDB-connection classes
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FIG 6: CODE FOR FORM_DATA CLASS (1)
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FIG 7: CODE FOR FORM_DATA CLASS (2)

The code uses the Spring Framework's annotations to map the HTTP requests

to the appropriate methods in the controller. It also uses a custom class to

establish a connection with the database. The class starts with a package

declaration followed by a list of import statements. The import statements

bring in the required classes from various packages used in the code. The

classes imported include FormData, Connection, DriverManager, ResultSet,
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Statement, List, HttpServletRequest, HttpServletResponse, HttpServlet,

Controller, Model, ModelAttribute, RedirectAttributes, and RequestMethod.

The class definition starts with an annotation, @Controller, which is a Spring

Framework annotation indicating that the class is a controller. The class

extends HttpServlet, indicating that it is a servlet.

FIG 8: CONNECTION PAGE UI

The class has two methods with @RequestMapping annotations. The first

method, serverConnect(), handles the HTTP GET requests for the root path

and /connect path. This method creates an object of the FormData class,

provides it to the model, and returns the name of the view file. The second
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method, submitForm(), handles the HTTP POST requests for the /submitForm

path. This method takes the form data as an input and attempts to establish a

connection with a MySQL database using the provided credentials. It then

checks whether the specified databases contain the specified table. If both

databases are accessible and contain the table, the method adds a success

message to the redirectAttributes and returns the name of the view file. If there

is an error, it adds an error message to the redirectAttributes and redirects the

user back to the /connect path. The method uses a custom class,

MysqlConnection, to establish a connection with the MySQL database. It uses

the getInstance() method of the MysqlConnection class to create a new

connection object. The method then calls the checkDatabases() method of the

connection object to check whether both databases exist and contain the

specified table.

If the checkDatabases() method returns true, the method calls the

getTablesFromDatabases() method of the connection object to get a list of

tables that match the specified table name in both databases. It then adds this

list to the request object as an attribute with the key "tables". Finally, the

method returns the name of the view file, which is confirmForm.jsp, if there is

no error, or redirects the user back to the /connect path if there is an error.

3.6 Pom.xml (Maven)

The code snippet above represents an XML file that is commonly used in Java

projects that use the Maven build automation tool. The XML file contains a set

of configurations that define the project's dependencies and build settings.

This XML file contains the necessary configuration for a Java web application

that uses several popular libraries for web development and logging. It defines

the dependencies required by the project, as well as the build process for

generating the final artifact. With this configuration, developers can easily
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build and deploy their Java web application without worrying about manually

configuring the dependencies and build process.

At the top level, the file declares the project namespace and version using the

XML namespaces "http://maven.apache.org/POM/4.0.0" and the other as

"http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance", respectively. The project's

information, such as the group ID, artifact ID, and version, is then specified

within the <modelVersion>, <groupId>, <artifactId>, and <version> tags. The

<packaging> tag specifies the type of artifact that is being produced, in this

case, a "war" (Web Archive) file. The <name> tag specifies the name of the

project, and the <url> tag specifies the URL of the project's homepage.

The <dependencies> section lists all the external libraries that are required by

the project. The dependencies are declared using the <dependency> tag, which

contains the group ID, artifact ID, and version of the library. In this particular

case, the project depends on several libraries, including JUnit, Spring Web

MVC, and JSTL, which are all used for web development, as well as Log4j,

which is a logging framework. The <scope> tag specifies the context in which

the dependency is used. For instance, the "test" scope indicates that JUnit is

only required for running the project's unit tests.

The <build> section specifies the configuration for the project's build process.

The <finalName> tag sets the name of the output file that is generated by the

build process. The <plugins> section contains a set of Maven plugins that are

used during the build process. The first plugin, "spring-boot-maven-plugin", is

used to generate an executable JAR file for the project. The second plugin,

"maven-war-plugin", is used to generate a "war" file, which is a format

commonly used for deploying web applications on a Java application server.

The third plugin, "maven-compiler-plugin", is used to configure the compiler

settings for the project. The <source> and <target> tags specify the Java

version that the project is compiled against, in this case, Java 7.
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3.6.2 Table Comparison class

The TableComparator class with code shown below is designed to compare

two tables, represented by instances of the TableClass, to determine if they

have the same schema and data. The class contains three methods:

compareSchema(), compareData(), and getDifferentRows().

FIG 9: CODE FOR TABLE_COMPARATOR CLASS (1)
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FIG 10: CODE FOR TABLE_COMPARATOR CLASS (2)
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FIG 11: CODE FOR TABLE_COMPARATOR CLASS (3)
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The TableComparator class provides a useful tool for comparing the schemas

and data of two tables, which is an important functionality in database

management and analysis. By using this class, developers can ensure that their

tables are consistent and that any discrepancies can be identified and

corrected.

The compareSchema() method compares the schemas of the two tables by

iterating over their respective ColumnClass lists and checking if the names

and types of each column match. If the sizes of the lists differ or any column

names or types do not match, the method returns false. Otherwise, it returns

true.

The compareData() method compares the data of the two tables by iterating

over their respective data lists and checking if each row has a corresponding

matching row in the other table. If the sizes of the data lists differ, the method

returns false. Otherwise, it compares each row in one table to each row in the

other table until a match is found or all rows have been checked. If a match is

not found for any row, the method returns false. Otherwise, it returns true.

The getDifferentRows() method returns a list of the rows that are different

between the two tables. It does this by iterating over the data in both tables and

adding any row that is present in one table but not the other to a list. It first

checks for rows in table1 that are not in table2, then for rows in table2 that are

not in table1. For each row that is different, it creates a new Map with the

same column names as the original row and adds it to a list of different rows.

3.6.3 Result Set Download class

The below code presents a Java class named "ResultSetDownloader," which

provides the option to download the result set generated after comparing

tables, databases, schema, and performing other comparison operations on

them in the form of an Excel (.xlsx) or Comma-Separated Values (CSV) file.

This class is designed to take in a list of maps, where each map represents a
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single row of the result set, and each key-value pair in the map represents a

column name and its corresponding value, respectively.

FIG 12: CODE FOR RESULTSET_DOWLOADER CLASS (1)
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To begin with, the method named "downloadResultSet" takes three arguments,

i.e., the list of maps (resultSet), the file name to be created (fileName), and the

type of file to be generated (fileType). The method first checks if the fileType

argument is valid or not. If it is not "xlsx," it throws an

IllegalArgumentException with a message to choose xlsx or csv as the file

type.

After validating the file type, the method creates a new workbook using the

Apache POI library, which is an open-source library used for working with

Microsoft Office files. The code uses the XSSFWorkbook class, which is used

to create a new .xlsx file.

FIG 13: UI FOR DUAL TABLE RESULTVIEW (1)

Next, the code creates a new sheet in the workbook with the name "Result

Set." Then, it creates a header row in the sheet, where each cell in the header

row represents a column name in the result set. It uses a for loop to iterate over
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the key set of the first map in the resultSet list, which represents the column

names. For each column name, it creates a new cell in the header row with the

column name as its value.

After creating the header row, the code creates data rows in the sheet, where

each row represents a single map in the resultSet list. It uses another for loop

to iterate over each map in the resultSet list. For each map, it creates a new

row in the sheet, and for each key in the map, it creates a new cell in the row

with the corresponding value as its value.

Once the data rows are created, the code auto-sizes the columns of the sheet to

fit the content of the cells. It uses a for loop to iterate over each column in the

sheet and calls the autoSizeColumn method to auto-size the column based on

the content in the cells.

FIG 14: PERFORMING SEARCH OPERATION IN RESULTVIEW (2)

Finally, the code writes the workbook to a file with the specified file name

using the FileOutputStream class. It then closes the output stream, completing

the download of the result set.

Standard views are calculated when the view is read and are not saved to disc.

Materialized views are saved and accessed from disc on demand. Standard
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views rely on the underlying collection's indexes. As a consequence, you

cannot directly create, drop, or rebuild indexes on a conventional view, nor

can you retrieve an array of index on the view. On-demand materialized views

outperform normal views in terms of read performance since they are accessed

from disc rather than calculated as part of the enquiry. This speed advantage

grows in proportion to the sophistication of the process and the amount of

information being aggregated.
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CHAPTER 4 : EXPERIMENTS & RESULT

ANALYSIS

For the testing analysis of the project, we would be using JUnits

framework. JUnit is a popular Java-based open-source testing

framework that is widely used in software development to write

and run automated tests. It is a unit testing framework that

facilitates the testing of individual units of code, ensuring that they

work as expected. With JUnit, developers can easily create test

cases for their code, execute them automatically, and obtain

feedback on the behavior of their application. JUnit allows

developers to create test cases using annotations, making it easy to

write and manage tests. Developers can use the @Test annotation

to mark test cases, @Before to set up any necessary data or objects,

and @After to clean up after the test. JUnit also provides a variety

of assertion methods, allowing developers to test for a wide range

of expected behaviors. For example, developers can use the

assertEquals() method to test whether two values are equal, the

assertTrue() method to check whether a condition is true, or the

assertNull() method to verify that an object is null.

4.1 Testing Parameters:

It is important to test all aspects of the software that are critical to

its functionality and performance. This may include testing

individual methods and functions, testing entire modules or

components, and testing the integration of various components and
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modules. To ensure that the testing is comprehensive and effective,

it is important to define specific test cases that cover all possible

scenarios and input data. This may involve creating a suite of test

cases that include boundary testing, negative testing, and edge-case

testing. Additionally, it is important to monitor and measure the test

coverage to ensure that all code paths are being tested adequately.

4.1.1 JUnits Test Class for testing TableComparator Class:

FIG 15: CODE FOR JUNITS FOR TABLE_COMPARATOR CLASS (1)
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FIG 16: CODE FOR JUNITS FOR TABLE_COMPARATOR CLASS (2)
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4.1.2 JUnits Class for testing MySQL Connection class

FIG 17: CODE FOR JUNITS FOR MYSQL_CONNECTION CLASS (1)
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4.1.3 JUnits class for testing FormData class:

FIG 18: CODE FOR JUNITS FOR FORM_DATA CLASS (1)
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FIG 19: CODE FOR JUNITS FOR FORM_DATA CLASS (2)

4.1 Test Results:

4.1.1 Result of JUnits class for testing TableComparator class:

The test file for Table Comparator Class consists of three methods,

each of which tests a different aspect of the TableComparator class.

If the TableComparatorTest passes, it means that the

TableComparator class is working correctly, and is able to compare

tables correctly. This is important because it ensures that the class

is able to identify differences between tables and return accurate

results. The passing of the test also means that the class is able to

handle different data types and compare tables with different

schemas.
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Passing the TableComparatorTest also ensures that the code is

robust and has fewer errors. The test covers a range of scenarios,

including comparing tables with different data types and different

schemas. The passing of the test means that the code has fewer

bugs, and is more stable. It also means that the code is able to

handle unexpected inputs without crashing.

FIG 20. CONSOLE OUTPUT FOR TABLE_COMPARATOR TEST

4.1.2 Result of JUnits class for testing MySQL Connection class:

If the MySQL connection test passes, it means that the application

is able to establish a successful connection with a MySQL

database. The MySQL connection test is an important part of

testing any application that uses a MySQL database, as it ensures

that the application is able to communicate with the database and

perform operations on it.

A successful MySQL connection test is indicative of the following:

● The MySQL server is running and accepting connections

● The credentials provided to the MySQL server are valid

● The application is able to communicate with the MySQL

server
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● The application is able to authenticate itself with the MySQL

server

FIG 21. CONSOLE OUTPUT FOR MYSQL_CONNECTION TEST

A failed MySQL connection test could indicate a number of issues,

such as incorrect credentials, network connectivity issues, or a

misconfigured MySQL server. In such cases, it is important to

troubleshoot the issue and resolve it before proceeding with further

testing.

4.1.3 Result of JUnits class for testing FormData class:

When the FormData test passes, it means that the FormData object

is working as intended. The FormData object is used to represent

form data in an HTML form, allowing you to easily send the data

to a server using an XMLHttpRequest object. Passing the

FormData test indicates that the object is properly able to collect

form data, including any files that were uploaded as part of the

form. This is important for web developers, as it allows them to
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easily collect and send form data to a server using JavaScript,

without needing to rely on a server-side language.

FIG 22. CONSOLE OUTPUT FOR FORM_DATA_TEST CLASS

When testing FormData, it is important to test various scenarios,

such as:

● Testing form fields with different types of data (text,

numbers, checkboxes, radio buttons, etc.)

● Testing the ability to append files to the FormData object

● Testing the ability to append multiple values for the same

form field name

● Testing the ability to append complex nested data structures

By testing these scenarios, you can ensure that the FormData object

is able to handle any form data that a user might submit.
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CHAPTER 5 : CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, the development of a database comparison tool has been

successfully completed. The tool is capable of comparing two different

databases based on their schema, table structures, and data entries. The

tool has been implemented using java - spring framework and several

open-source libraries, making it platform-independent and easily

modifiable for future enhancements.

The project has addressed the problem of manual database comparison,

which is a time-consuming and error-prone task. The tool has the

potential to save a significant amount of time and effort for database

administrators, developers, and analysts. The testing and validation of

the tool have shown promising results, and the tool has been able to

identify various differences between the databases accurately.

Future work can involve further enhancements and optimization of the

tool to handle more complex database structures and data types. The

user interface can be improved by integrating frontend frameworks like

React for better performance and modern standards and can also be

improved to provide more user-friendly and intuitive features.

Additionally, the tool can be integrated with other database management

systems and tools to provide a complete solution for database

comparison and management.

The tool could support collaboration between team members, allowing

multiple users to access the tool and work together on database

comparison and synchronization tasks. The tool should be flexible

enough to allow for customization based on the needs of the user. This

might include the ability to exclude certain database objects from the
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comparison, or the ability to customize the comparison criteria. Overall,

the development of the database comparison tool has been a challenging

and rewarding experience, and it has demonstrated the potential of

technology in automating complex tasks and improving productivity in

the field of database management.
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